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Abstract 

Wireless communications have become indispensable and spectrum resources have already reached their limits. Spe
cial care needs to be taken for constant envelope modulations that can achieve higher bandwidth efficiency while keep
ing circuitry at simple levels. Partial response signalling and correlative encoding are techniques that maintain im~mu
nity to non1inearities due to constant envelope property as well as high bandwidth efficiency. Duoquaternary frequency 
shift keying (FSK) makes use of correlative encoding and premodulation filtering to increase spectrum efficiency in 
addition to having better power efficiency than MSK. Therefore, it should be considered for applications in mobile, 
portable and/or fixed digital data transmission systen1s. This type of signaling, apart from reducing the out-of-band 
power levels, helps increase the symbol error rate. Nonredundant error correction (NBC) is utilised to improve the 
system perfonnance under white gaussian noise conditions. The receiver consists of a band of differential detectors. It 
utilises their outputs to correct data patterns containing random errors in accordance with the concept of a convolu
tional error-correcting code without sacrificing any more bandwidth or power. 

In this paper, a single- and a double-error-correcting receiver of duoquatemary FSK are proposed. For the first 
time correlative multilevel modulations of higher efficiency are theoretically evaluated with NEC in additive white 
gaussian noise environments. Computer-simulated results of SER performance are also given, indicating significant 
performance improvements over conventional differential detection. 

1. Introduction 

Wireless communications have evolved through the years to support satellite communications, 
fixed point-to-point microwave links and, during the last quarter of our century, mobile com
munications .. However, the big challenge of cellular systems is that now freque11cies alloc.ated 
for the service are shared among the subscribers in a direct way rather than providing the 
means for the trunk networks of the carrier/service providers. The frequency spectrum allo
cated to mobile communications operators is limited, but the success of new services is de
pendent on the flexibility of the transmitted signalling format. The scientific community has 
therefore been working towards increasing the efficiency of the transmitted signals. 

Efficiency in communications is measured in many dimensions sucl1 as frequency, power 
and space. In general, frequency efficiency changes in reverse to power efficiency, and thus, a 
trade-off should be considered when trying to improve the performance of a communications 
system. For example, multilevel modulations have better frequency efficiency (number of bits 
per second per Hertz) but worse power efficiency (bit error rate at some fixed signal-to-noise 
power ratio) as the signal set increases and subsequently the minimum distance in the signal 
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space constellation diagram decreases. Another advantage of multilevel signalling when de
ployed in mobile channels is that it exhibits flat fading r.ather than fr~que~cy selective fading, 
thus avoiding the employment of equalisers to remove mtersymbol mterference (IS I). 

1 
Apart 

from decreasing the number of transmitted symbols within a signalling period, it is also the 
compactness of the signal spectrum (frequency bandwidth that contains 99% of the power for a 
given symbol rate or pulse duration) that plays an important role in communication systems 
design. In frequency division multiplexing systems, this characteristic would be very desirable 
as an adjacent channel interference reductiotl n1echanisn1. 

Many techniques have been developed in an attempt to further limit the signa] power 
spreading out of the main transmission frequency band. Premodulation filtering is a technique 
of this kind which, by pulse shaping, aims at reducing the spectral sidelo.bes of tl1e 1110dt1latiot1 

ancl, l1ence, increasing the percentage of power which is contai11ed withir1 a frec}tlency i11terval 
equal to the symbol rate. In another technique, proper phase sl1ifts are inserted lJetween the I 
and Q components of quadrature modulations i11 order to decrease tl1e tllaxit11UI11 pl1ase shift ,., 
applied between successive symbol periods ..... 

CoiTelative e11coding is another tecl1nique, which instead of tlsitlg pulse sl1apes exte11ding 
over several sy111bol periods correlates the data just at tl1e output of tl1e source before ar1y filter
ing stage.3 The application of correlative encoding to data transn1ission by FM was first intro
duced by Lender4 and was systematically examined by D. Mttilwijk i11 tl1e class of pl1ase shift 
keying signals.5 Duobinary MSK, which belongs to the above class C)f signals, has bee11 used in 
practical systems and has also been studied extensively.6

' 
7 There also exist other signals of this 

class in the literature such as tamed freque11cy modulatior1 (TFM), ,;vhere the correlatio11 of the 
symbols takes place among three consecutive symbol periods. TF.M is a bi11ary waveft)flll tl1at 
is characterised by great bandwidtll efficiency.8 An area lacking i11 restrlts is the nonbi11ary or 
1nultilevel data when correlated in order to achieve higher efficiencies. 

One metho.d of itnproving the performance of differentially detected signals en1ploys the 
nonredundant e'rror correctio11 (NBC) technique .. 9 As show11 by Masat11ura et c1l. ft1r an MSK 
signal by using Inodulo-2 atith.metic and by employing clifferential detectclrs <)f f>rder up to 
two, the output seqttence is a codeword sequence of a rate Y2 cotlVCllutiotlal code wl1ich l1as an 
error correction capability of one. This error con·ection capability, l1owever, is achie'V·ecl with
out using additional bandwidth, as conventional coding techniques W<)U}d require. 111

10
• 

11 the 
performance of DMSK was investigated with single NEC in an A WON cl1annel and double 
NEC in a bandlimited (w~th InterSy111bol I11terference (lSI)) cl1annel, respectively. Sa111ejima et 
al. have employed the NEC technique with M-ary differential PSK (DPSK) atld extended the 
theoretical evaluatio11 by using modulo-M aritl1metic and by 11sit1g differential detectors of or
der up to L. 12 Finally, in13 for the first time that the NBC technique is proposed fc)r bi11ary cor
relative encoded signalling and the results are more than encouraging .. 

In this paper, we attempt a theoretical evaluation of the bel1aviour t1f tnultilevel 111odula
tions througl1 correlation in order to i11crease the bandwidth efficiet1cy. During tl1e sa111e atlaly
sis, .we employ single-error and double-error NEC receivers to in1prove the perfortnance in 
case of noncoherent detection. Sectio11 II presents the differet1tial detection of dttoqttaternary 
F~!< modulation. Section III refers to NEC with single-error and double-error C()rrectiOI1 capa ... 
bility for duoquatemary FSK. Theoretical analysis of en·or rate performance i11 A WGN en vi-
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FIG. l. Block diagram of duoquatemary FSK transmitter. 

ronment follows in section IV. Si1nt1lation results are presented and useful conclusions are fi
nally derived in section V. 

2. Differential detection of duoquaternary FSK 

The block diagran1 of the transtnitter is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of the binary infonnation 
source, the bi11ary-to-quaternary transformation circuit, the precoder, tl1e duoquatemary en
coder, the a1nplitude level translator, the premodulation filter, the FM modulator and the band
pass trans1nit filter. The sequence {a;} at the output of the inforrnation source represents the 

· original quaternary data, and ai is any one of the four symbols {0, 1, 2~ 3} with equal probabil
ity. The precodi11g is perfortned just at the output of the quaternary source and is expressed by 
the equation 

Table I 

- b; b; Ct d; fiqJ; = d; * 'Tt/2 r; a1 b- l l-

0 0 0 0 0 -3 -3rt/2 1 

0 l 1 3 4 1 n/2 1 
0 2 2 2 4 1 n/2 1 
0 3 3 1 4 I Tt/2 1 
1 0 l 0 1 -2 -1t 2 
1 1 2 3 5 2 1t 2 
1 2 3 2 5 2 1t 2 

3 0 1 l -2 -1t 2 

2 0 2 0 2 -1 -rr/2 3 , 1 3 3 6 3 37t/2 3 ..... 

2 2 0 2 2 -1 -rc/2 3 
2 3 1 1 2 -1 -rr./2 3 
3 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 
3 1 0 3 3 0 0 0 
3 2 1 2 3 0 0 0 
3 3 2 1 3 0 0 0 
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Table II 

C; di ~ l{Jt == dj * rc/2 P(cr) 

0 -3 -3rr./2 1/16 

l -2 -n: 2116 

2 ...:..1 -rt/2 3/16 

3 0 0 4/16 

4 1 n/2 3/16 

5 2 1t 2/16 

6 3 3n/2 1/16 

-
b i == a i + b i -I tnod 4 ( 1 ) 

The output of the precoder b; consists also of four syt11bols {0, 1, 2., 3} with ec1ual prt1bability. 
The duoquatetnary encoder is described by the polynomial F(D) == ( 1 +D). According to the 
patterns of successive input data {bi, bi-I} that it correlates, it yields tl1e following seven sym
bols {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} each with different occun·ence probability as show11 in Table II. 

To minimise the maximum phase shift required by the FM modulator., an atnplitude level 
translator circuit cot1verts the quaternary input signal levels {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} into a seven 
level symmetric output signal d; == { -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3}. The trail slated outi)Ut syn1bols of the 
correlative encoder must correspond with the phase sl1ifts { -3rr/2, -7r., -Jf/2, 0~ +n/2 .. +n'l 3rr/2} 
at the output of the FM modulator. Tl1e low-pass premodulation filter P(f') is ii1serted to obtain 
a smoother phase path. It meets the Nyquist's third criterion so that tl1e otttput pl1ase ()f the 
frequency modulator passes through the fixed phase points at the e11d of eacl1 sy1nbol titne slot 
The input to the FM modulator is detived frotn the equati()llS (2) wl1ereas the otitptit pl1ase sl1ift 
is derived from the equation (3): 

C; == (bi + b;-t) 

d; == (ci- 3) (2) 

(3) 

At this point, an importa11t observation should be made. Tl1e correlation process extends the 
input symbol set { b;} into the set { ci} that consists of seven not1-eqt1iprobable syt11bols. The 
amplitude level translator which follows, manages to yield a sytntnetric ()Utpttt sy111bcll set { di} 
proper for feeding the FM modulator. Finally, the PM modulator witl1 111axitnun1 frequency 
deviation of (37r/2) yields such a sig11al that, wl1e11 captured by a 1-bit differe11tial detector, is 
seen as a set of four equiprobable phase shifts {0, 7L/2, n:, 3n/2} due to tl1e inl1crent ITI<)dulo-2rr 
property, Table II, Fig. 2. It is now possible to consider tl1at d11e to tl1e n1odttl(l-27r pr()11erty the 
phase shift (-3n/2) is equivalent to the phase shift (7r/2). In tl1e same 111anner, tl1e pl1ase shift 
( -7r/2) is equivalent to the phase shift (3-n:/2) and the phase sl1ift ( -n) is also equivalent to the 
phase shift (n). The occurrence probability of each pair of eqttivalent ,phase shifts equals to 
0.25, and the seventh p.hase shift of zero rads has also occttrrence probability of 0.25, Table II. 
If we resort now to Table I, we will also observe that each pair of equivale11t phase shifts and 
the remaining phase shift of zero rads are uniquely corresponded to the sytnbols of the original 
quaternary data stream ai. It is thus concluded that by utilising a 1-bit differe11tial detector at 
the receiver, it is possible to decide on a;= {0, 1, 2, 3} syn1bols wl1icl1, despite the cor-
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FIG. 2. Duoquaternary FSK signal constellation diagram. 
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relation process taking place at the modulator, are represented by equiprobable sy1nbols pro
cessed at the receiver. 

3. Nonredundant error correction for duoquaternary FSK systems 

The state-space signal diagram of the duoqtiaternary FSK system in Fig~ 2, similarly to PSK 
systetns., shows that the transmitted signal points are selected from a signal group of seven 
points {-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3 }. However, due to the modulo-2n property of signal phase, as ex
plained in the previous section, the number of the possible phase shifts, within a time slot is 
litnited to four: 0., n/2., 1r, and 3rr/2. For example, when the phase shift due to a data symbol 
cl; = -3 or d; = + 1 is -37i/2 or 7r/2, respectively, a 1-bit differential detector can only recognize a 
phase shift of rc/2 or equivalently a data symbol ri = + 1. Both transmitted data symbols { -3, 
+ 1 } represent a source symbol a; == 0 a11d therefore ri = + 1 l1elps recover the information data 
sequence {ai} .. The ~arrier phase angle of the proposed modulation at the ith time slot, lfJi is 
given by 

lp; = lfJi--1 + ~ (/)i . (4) 

where ~rpi is the differential phase which takes values from the alphabet {0, n:/2, 11:, 3n/2} and is 
mathematically expressed as 

J).cp
1 

• = m(iT) - q>(iT - T) = n li 
,l .., 2 (5) 

where ri is now the transmitted di but at the output of a mod 4 operator and thus it is character
ised by an alphabet of 4 symbols {0, 1, 2, 3 }. Generally, the carrier phase (/Ji at any time slot 
can be expressed as the modulo-2n sum of the carrier phase k time slots earlier, qi;-k, and the 
phase shifts occurring during these time slots. Because of the duoquaternary FSK signal con-
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stellation (see Fig. 2 and Table II), it appears tl1at, for the duoquaternary FSK signal, a mod 4 
addition is required so that (/Ji can be expressed as 

[

k-1 ] 
rpi = CfJi-k + ~ (~ )fl_ j mod 2;r, 

J=O 

(6) 

where ri-j E {0, +1, +2, +3}. If it is assutned that no noise or interference is present., the k-bit 
differential detector output at the ith time slot is given fro111 (6) by 

[

k-1 ] 
rk,i = ~ r,·_ i mod 4. 

]=0 

(7) 

However~ due to the various channel imperfections (noise., fading, ISI, etc.), tl1e output of the 
k-bit differential detector at the ith time slot is 

12 

[

k-1 ] 
rk,; = ~ 'i- j + ek,i mod 4, 

]=0 

(8) 

where ek.i represents the possible ~rror symbol of the k-bit differential getector at the ith time 
slot. The syndrotne Sk.i can be obtained by the output sy1nbol as follows: 

Sk,i = [t li,i- j- rk+l,i]mod 4 = [t el,i- j- ek+l,i] ITIOd 4 
J=O J=O 

(9) 

where k = 1, 2, ... , (L- 1) and Lis the number of differential detect(1fS. Decoding perfortned at 
the (i + L- 1 )th time slot detem1ines the error symbol e t.i-L+ 1• As long as the t()tal nt1n1ber of 
errors is less than (L- 1) which is equal to the error correction capability of the 'NEC systen1, 
the (L- l)L syndro1nes differ for every error symboL Consequently., by calculating the syn
dromes and comparing them with predetermined detection patterns, the etTt)r sy1nt1t1l e l.i-L+l 

can be deternrined. Incorrect error decision would result if tl1e received signal crosses tl1e deci-
sion region boundary . For the duoquatemary FSK unde~ .. moderate nc>isy and/or interference 
conditions, the signal may go only into its neighboring decision regions. Due to t11e integer 
number signal assigntnent and the mod 4 atithinetic, an error syn1bol of 1 or 3 (= -1 n1od 4) 
would result. 

3.1. NEC1-vith Single Error Correction Capability for Duoquclternar .. v FSK 

Similar to7
, a NEC duoquaternary FSK system with single error correction capability can be 

implemented by using 1-bit and 2-bit differential detectors (Fig. 3). Tl1e equations of tl1e two 
syndromes which are used to detect the error symbol are the following: 

slt' = (el. +et '-1 -e2 -)mod 4 
1 ,l ,l ,l (10) 

{11) 
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Detection performed at tl1e itl1 time slot determines tl1e en·or symbol e 1 ~i-l· As long as the total 
number of errors is less or equal to one, the two syndron1es are botl1 equal to the en·or symbol 
el.i-I· The correction circuit in Fig. 3 operates as follows: Compare the syndro1nes S1., and S1,,_ 

1• If they are nonzero and equal to each other tl1en a decision is made that tl1e error sytnbol e1,1 _ 

1 is equal to the syndron1e value S 1,1.The error symbol el,i _ 1 is subtracted frotn the received 
sy111bol r1,t-I· 

3.2. NEC vvith D<.Juble Error CorrectitJn Capability for Duoquaternary FSK 

The block diagram of a NEC receiver which utilises up to 3-bit differential detectors is illus
trated in Fig .. 4. A total of six syndro111es, wl1icl1 can be derived by substituting the appropriate 
values of k into (9), are 

S1 · = (e 1 • +e1 ._1 -e,_,. )tnod4 
~~ ,l ,l -,1 

Sl,i-1 = (et,;-1 + el.i-2- e2,i-1) lTIOd4 

SLi-2 = (et~i-2 - e2,i-2) tnod4 

S2 · = (el · +et ·-1 +el ·-? -e3 ·)lUOd4 ,l ,l ,I ,I - ~l 

s2~i-l = (el,i-1 + eti-2- e3,i-1) mod4 

s2,i-2 = (el,i-2 -e3,i-2)mod4 

(l2) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

In these syndromes, the error symbols e1,;_ 3 and eLi- 4 are assun1ed to be corrected through the 
output of the pattern detector, wl1icl1 also acts as a feedback to update the syndromes that con
tain it. The error symbol e1,i _ 2 can only be con·ected if the number of errors is less tl1an or 
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equal to two. The pattern detector consists of the patterns containing only one or two eiTors. In 
the first case, the error symbol of interest e 1,i _ 2 is asst1med to be tl1e only error., whicl1 takes 
values in the subset { 1, 3 } . In the second case an extra error among the e t.i., e 1 ~i _ 1, e2y;, e2.; _ 1, e2• 

i _ 2, e3~i' e3,i _ 1 and e3,i _ 2 is assumed to take values in the subset { 1 ,3 }. If a11y one of these pat
terns is detected, the error estimate of e1,i _ 2 would be assig11ed a value of ] or 3 respectively, 
otherwise it will be assigned the value of zero. If none of the above patterns occurs, it is rneant 
that either the number of errors is more than two or there is no error .. The (1Utput symbol r 1,; _ 

2 = ri _ 2 + ei~i _ 2 is then corrected by subtracting the estimate of error e 1.i _ 2 at the (i + 2)th time 
slot. The pointed error symbol e 1~i- 2 will be also subtracted fro111 the syndr<)Illes Sl.i-., S2,; and 
S2.i _ 1 so that it would not appear as el,i _ 3 at S 1,; _ 2' S2,t _ 1 and S2,i _ 2 in the (i + 3 )th ti111e slot and 
as el,i _ 4 at S2,i _ 2 in the (i + 4 )th time slot. 

4. Theoretical analysis of the NEC in A WGN environme11t 

A block diagram of the digital communication system under consideration, illustrated in Fig. 5, 
consists of a duoquaternary FSK transmitter with an output x(t)"' an a(lditive white gaussian 
noise (A WGN) source n(t), a bandpass filter HR(j) and a NEC receiver with either single or 
double error correction capability. Tl1e received signal at the input of the NEC receiver~ s(t), 
can be expressed as 

s(t) = x,. (t) + n,. (t), (18) 

where Xr(t}, n,(t) are the filtered signals of the transmitter and the noise source respectively 
at the output of the receiver bandpass filter HR(f) .. Assuming tl1at both the transmitter and 
the receiver bandpass filters are square-root-raised cosine filters having a tra.nsfer function 
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symmetric around h_,, the modulated signal x,(t) will be free of intersymbol interference (ISI) at 
the ideal sampling instant.2 The noise is considered zero mean white gaussian noise with dou
ble-sided power spectral density No/2. The noise, n,.(t) after passing through the bandpass filter 
HR(f) can be written as 

n,.(t) = n1 (t)cos(2nj~.t)- nQ(t)sin(27ifc.t) (19) 

where 111(t) and n0 (t) are the in-phase and quadrature phase low-pass equivalents of n(t). Both 
n1(t) and nQ(t) are low-pass independe11t zero mean Gaussian random processes and have power 
equal to r.? = N0 /2. 14 With the assumption that n(t) is independent from symbol to symbol, the 
probability density function of the phase error rp,f(cp) is derived in15 as 

f ( <P) = - + - -e stn cos ljJ Ll + erf ( -v R cos¢) [e-RJ 1~-R--· 2
¢ [ r;; ] 

2rc 2 n 
(20) 

The error rate perforn1ance of the NEC receiver is estimated similarly to convolutional encod
ers. Error symbol patterns, co11taining more en·ors than the error-correcting capability of the 
NEC receiver are used as input .. Each pattern contains error symbols ek,i which can be either + 1 
and -1 mod 4 = +3 or +2 depending on the severity of the additive white gaussian noise that 
corrupts the relevant signal phases (jJ(iT) and rp(iT- kT). A good approximation of the bit en-or 
rate can be obtained by using only those patterns having relatively high occurrence probability. 
We refer to patterns, whose erTors occur only in neighbouring regions and, hence., the en·or 
symbols are only either + 1 or -1 .. Tables III and IV show the number of error patterns, the 
number of remaining errors after the NEC operation and their occurrence probability P' L+i of 
having (L + j) specific errors among the 2L received signalst for the single-error (L = 2) and 
double-error correcting (L = 3) NEC receivers. 

Table III 
Single Error NEC Receiver 

Number of 
input errors 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Number of NEC 
remaining errors 

0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
2 

2 

Nun1ber of Occurrence 
patterns probability 

8 P' 1 

10 
8 P' 2 

6 

8 p' 
3 

24 
16 p' 

4 
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Table IV 
Double Error NEC Receiver 

Number of Number of NEC Number of Occurrence 

input errors remaining errors patterns probability 

I 0 12 p' 
i 

2 0 60 p~ 

0 96 
3 1 24 p' 

3 

2 40 
0 38 P'4 

4 1 66 
.., 136 ...., 

5 1 52 p' s 
2 140 

6 2 64 P.~ 

In the following, we adopt a methodology whicl1 was first intr()duced by J. Oberst16 in the 
calculation of the double-error probability in differential PSK to calculate the occutTence prob
ability of the input en·or patterns. In a duoquaternary FSK systen1, like any differentially de
tected continuous-phase tnodulation system, the received signal pl1ase q>(iD of the itl1 titne slot 
contributes to two error symbols for each differential detector~ since it acts botl1 as a 
'~SIGNAL" as well as a "REFERENCE". 12 Assu1ning that a NEC receiver utilises up to L-bit 
differential detectors, simultaneous en·ors among tl1e 2L received syn1ht)ls (I ()-11 , 12-17) 
which involve the signal phase at the (i- L + l)th time slot as ~'reference" occur with re.latively 
high probability. For example., in the case of a single-error-correcting NEC receiver (L = 2) an 
inco11·ect signal phase tp( iT- T) could result in four potential errors e 1 ,i, e l,i _ 1, e2.; -· 1 a net e2,i +.I, 
wl1ere ek,i = rp(iT)- <p(iT- kT). 

The occurrence probability of each pattern containing L or 11l(Jre errors in the aforemen
tioned 2L received symbols can be readily calculated. The error probability at the detector out
put, under the condition that the phase error of the reference sig11al is cp 1, can be expressed as 

1
1/Jt+(n/4) 

P( error I cp1) = 1- ~~~ (¢2 )d¢2 
l/Jl-(Jr/4) 

(21) 

and the occutTence probability of multifold errors is 

(22) 

assuming that noise samples one time slot apart are independent. The occurrence prol1ability of 
a pattern with (L + j) specific en .. ors among the 2L received signals is derived by using the 
probability of multifold etTors 

I 1 ~ k-'(L-j) 
PL+j = zL+j ~C-1) J k- . PL+k 

k=] J 
(23) 
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Table V 

Time (i- 5)T (i- 4)T (i- 3)T (i- 2)T (i- l)T iT (i + l)T 
Phase 

Errot lp(iT- 5T) tp(iT- 47) (p(iT- ST) !p(iT- 2T) tp(iT- T) cp(i1) lp(iT+ T) 

et,; REFERENCE SIGNAL 
e l.i-I SIGNAL REFERENCE 

N SIGNAL REFERENC.E II e2,i···l 

,_4 e2,i+l REFERENCE SIGNAL • 
e1.i-l REFERENCE SIGNAL 
et.i-2 SIGNAL REFERENCE 

t""l REFERENCE II e') SIGNAL _,J 

~ ez.i-2 SIGNAL REFERENCE 
e3,i+I REFERENCE 
e3,i~2 SIGNAL REFERENCE SIGNAL 

Next, the nun1ber of errors at the NEC receiver output is obtai11ed for each of the patterns with 
L or n1ore en·ors in tl1e aforementio11ed 2L syrnbols~ Let the total number of ot1tput en·ors for 
all patterns with (L + j) et1"0rs be designated as NL+J- Using NL+i and P'L+i' the error probability 
Pout of the NBC receiver outpi:It ca11 be obtained as follows: 

L 

~)ut = L,NL+j *P{+j· 
j==O 

(24) 

Frotn Table Ill, for each set of patterns with the sa1ne number n = j + 2 of inpu~ errors (1st col
umn of Table), we coinpttte the total nun1ber of ren1aining output errors N2+i by multiplying tl1e 
number of remaining etTors with the nun1ber of relative input error patterns. Then, we make 
use of the formula (24) to calculate the error probability of the single en·or NEC receiver 

f~ingte = 20P; + 56P_{ + 32P; = SP2 - 3?). (25) 

Similarly, the syn1bol error probability of tl1e double error NEC receiver can be obtained from 
Table IV as 

~iouble = 104~{ + 338P; + 332P; + 128P~ = 13~1 -17.875?4 + 7.125Ps -0.25P6 (26) 

5. Conclusions 

For tl1e first tin1e the NEC hardware error C(Jrrection tecl1.nique l1as been used with a correlative 
encoded multilevel 111odulation sttch as duoquaternary FSK. A theoretical analysis of tl1e pro
posed co1nbination takes place in A WGN. Fig. 6a sl1ows remarkable perfo1mance improve
ments for duoquaternary FSK witl1 single- and double-error-con·ecting NEC receivers as com
pared to classical differential detectil)ll receivers~ 

Sirnulations perforn1ed lately indicate a real coi11cidet1Ce with the theoretical results for 
both single- and double-error-correcting NEC receivers, Fig. 6b. Further performance im
proven1ents may result by en1ploying NEC.receivers of higher correction capabilities but with 
reduced gains due to the error randomness .. Since con .. elative encoded continuous-phase tnodu
lation is more and tnore adopted i11 communications applica~ions worldwide, thanks to the bet-
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FIG .. 6a.. Duoquatetnary FSK with single and double error NEC vs. conventional differential detection b) Ctnnparison 
of theoretical and sitnulation performance results. 

ter frequency spectrum manipulation it achieves, analysis should take into consideration more 
realistic transmission conditions. Duoquaternary FSK as a correlative encoded 1nultilevel 
modulation succ·eeds not only to exhibit a compact spectru111 althougl1 operated at higher bit 
rates than binary tnodulations but also to maintain a good power efficiency. 
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